vi£i         fHE MEMOIRS  OF JACQUES  CASANOVA
peared in twelve volumes between 1826 and 1837. Mean-
while other editions began to appear, some of them pirated,
all presenting variants upon the German and the French
editions of Brockhaus, which were and arc the nearest thing
we have to the authentic Memoirs of Jacques Casanova.
The original manuscript still reposes in the safe of the
Brockhaus firm and there is little chance of its being pub-
lished in its entirety. Casanova used the crudest language
in describing his amorous adventures and although certain
admirers, such as Stefan Zweig, are most indignant at the
withholding of the complete text, other devoted Casnnovists
are content to accept the German or the French versions as
issued by Brockhaus. They argue that it would be a pity
if a work of such intense human and historic interest should
come to be classified as a mere piece of pornography. For
many years poor Monsieur Laf orgue and his pruderies were
the object of much sarcastic comment, but recently men
have risen up and called his name blessed since, but for
his caution, the Memoirs would undoubtedly have been
suppressed. As it was, they were not allowed to pass- un-
challenged by the moralists of the period when thcv were
first issued.
"There are people," wrote Casanova, "who will say that
I ought to have been ashamed to publish these Memoirs. It
is qdfce possible that I should, but that is not my feeling.
They will call me a pig. Should I be any the less so, if I
pretended I were not? Moreover, when I look at a real pig
I am inclined to congratulate it on not having Man's
qualities of mind. I should be infinitely less disposed to pity
a man who had the qualities of a pig*" Elsewhere Casanova
seems less concerned about what people will say, and de-
clares that his sole purpose is to amuse himself with these
memories of his gay past, as he sits in the library at Dux>
alone, ailing, and cut off from the only activities which
really interested him: the pursuit of women and of ad-
venture.
The eighteenth century is peculiarly rich in memoirs of

